In this paper, the homotopy analysis method (HAM) is applied to solve fractional transient phase of the Michaelis-Menten reaction. The analytical solution, which is given in the form of a power series, is found to be highly accurate in predicting the behavior of the reaction in the very early stages. The fractional derivatives are described by Caputo's sense. We also present a comparison of the various analytical approximations and a direct numerical solution of this problem. The results of applying this procedure to the studied cases show the high accuracy and efficiency of the approach.
Introduction
Mathematical models based on ordinary differential equations appear in the real applications especially in biology because many biological laws and relations appear mathematically in the form of ordinary differential equations. Such models help to understand the underlying principles biological phenomena [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Here we propose the use of fractional calculus, because of the fact that the realistic modeling of a natural phenomenon does not depend only on the instant time, but also on the history of the previous time which can be successfully achieved by using fractional calculus. In other words, fractional order ordinary differential equations (FODEs) are that they are naturally related to systems with memory which exists in most biological systems. Main claim is that a fractional model can give a more realistic interpretation of natural phenomena. However, numerical methods commonly need large computation work and have round-off error problems. The Homotopy Analysis Method (HAM) which first proposed in 1992 by liao [11] is successful method to find the exact analytical solutions for linear and nonlinear problem. This method has been successfully applied into physics, chemical, biology, engineering fields and science [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In this paper, we present a solution of a more general model of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction model:
Subject to the initial conditions
Where a is a concentrations of substrate, y is an intermediate complex between enzyme and α, β , ε are dimensionless parameters. For more details of the standard model see [17] [18] .
Basic definitions
In this section, we mention the basic definitions of the fractional calculus.
Definition 1
The Riemann-Liouvlle fractional integral operator (J α ) of orderα ≥ 0, of a function h ∈ c µ ,µ ≥ −1 Is defined as;
is the well-known gamma function some of the properties of the operator(J α ), Which we will need here, are as follows. for h ∈ c µ ,µ ≥ −1,α, β ≥ 0 and γ ≥ −1 :
Definition 2 The fractional derivative of f(x) in the Caputo sense is defined as:
for the Caputo derivative we haveD α C = 0, C is constant and
Definition 3 For n to be the smallest integer that exceeds α, the Caputo fractional derivatives of order α > 0 is defined as
Homotopy analysis method
Let us consider the following system of differential equation
Subject to the following initial conditions:
where N i nonlinear operators that represent the whole equations, r and t are denote the independent variables and u i (r,t)are unknowns function respectively. By means of generalizing the traditional homotopy method, Liao [11] constructed the so-called zero-order deformation equations for i=1, 2, . . . , n, 
respectively. Thus, as q increases from 0 to 1, the solution φ i (r,t, q)varies from the initial guessesu i0 (r,t, )to the solutionu i (r,t, ). Expanding φ i (r,t, q)in Taylor series with respect to q, we have
where
If the auxiliary linear operator, the initial guess, the auxiliary parameter h, and the auxiliary function are so properly chosen, the series Eq. (16) converges at q= 1, then we have
Define the vector
Differentiating Eq. (13) times with respect to the embedding parameter q and then setting q=0 and finally dividing them by m!, we obtain the mth-order deformation equation for i =1,2,. . . ,n,
(r,t), ..., 
And
Applying the Riemann-Liouville integral operator J α i on both side of Eq. (19), we have
(r,t), ...,
In this way, it is easily to obtain u i,m (r,t) form ≥ 1, at Mth order, we have
We get an accurate approximation of the original Eq.(11).
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Applications of the HAM
In this section, we apply the homotopy analysis method to solve the system
We choose the linear operator We now define a nonlinear operator as: (19) Using above definition, with assumption H (τ) =1 we construct the zero order deformation equation
Thus, we obtain the mth-order deformation equations
where 
Consequently, the first few terms of the HAM
(28) Equations (28) and (29) are solutions of fractional enzyme-catalyzed reaction model. For the purpose of comparing the analytical and numerical results, the following parameter values are used: α = 0.375, β = 1 and ε = 0.1 which given from [?] . Respectively, Figure 1 shows that the convergence region of the series solution −0.5 ≤ h ≤ −1.2 and Figure 2 shows that in the initial stages, the concentration of the complex rises until it reaches a maximum. The results show that, our results when α 1 = α 2 = 1 are agreement with the result in [19] . See Table1 and Figure 1 
Conclusions
We employ the HAM for finding the solutions of intermediate complex biochemical reaction model, and compare this solution with analytical and numerical solutions for different times. From the results we seen that HAM is a very powerful and efficient technique in finding analytical solutions for wide classes of systems of equations. They also do not require large computer memory, the results show that HAM is powerful mathematical tool for solving linear and nonlinear equations c 2014 NSP Natural Sciences Publishing Cor. 
